
Dynamic Critical Hits
� is section outlines an alternate method for resolving 
critical hits, called Dynamic Critical Hits. � e intent 
of this option is make combat become frightening and 
unexpected in a way that’s appropriate to the setting’s 
tone. Under this system, critical hits are capable of 
in� icting serious wounds, making their consequences 
reach beyond the battle� eld and into the story of the 
adventure.

Because combat is slightly more dangerous for 
creatures on the receiving end of Dynamic Critical 
Hits, you probably want to avoid making it available 
just to the player characters. It’s only fair if their 
enemies have the same edge. � at being said, you 
should discuss with your players before implementing 
this option. If the instant death e� ect seems too 
extreme, consider replacing it with the target simply 
dropping to 0 hit points.

Using the Crit Chart
When a player rolls a critical hit, immediately roll a d10 
and a d20 and consult the Dynamic Critical Hits chart. 
� e d10 will determine the a� ected area of the critical 
hit, and the d20 will determine the critical e� ects.

� e a� ected areas on the chart account for 
humanoids, beasts, and other creatures. � e critical 
hit might a� ect a wing, limb, appendage, or other 
body part, depending on the nature of the creature. 
Remember that you as the GM have � nal say. If 
it makes more sense for the critical hit to strike a 
di� erent area, you can choose a result rather than have 
the player roll it.

� e critical e� ects are cumulative, meaning that 
whatever result the player rolls includes all the e� ects 
for lower rolls as well. � e higher the roll, the more 
critical e� ects there are. � e e� ects are as follows.

1-5: Roll damage dice twice. � is e� ect is 
identical to the normal e� ect of a critical hit.

6-10: Knock target prone. In addition to the extra 
damage, the target is knocked over.

11-14: Target’s speed is 0 until end of its next 
turn. In addition to the previous two e� ects, the 
target’s speed is reduced to 0, which prevents it from 
standing up or crawling until its speed is restored at 
the end of its next turn.

15-16: Target stunned until end of its next turn. 
To all of the above is added the stunned condition, 
preventing the target from moving, taking actions or 
reactions, and speaking in full sentences. Attack rolls 
against it have advantage, and it automatically fails 
Strength and Dexterity saving throws.

17: Area gains an injury. In addition to all of the 
above e� ects, choose the attacker roll on the injury 
chart and apply the result to the victim. As the GM, 
you decide what additional e� ects might come into 
play once the area is injured, such as disadvantage on 
Wisdom (Perception) checks a� er losing an eye.

18: Roll damage dice a third time. Instead of 
rolling damage dice twice before adding modi� ers, roll 
the dice three times.

19: Target cannot regain hit points until it 
recuperates. Record the number of hit points the 
target has remaining a� er the damage from the critical 
hit is applied. � at number becomes the creatures hit 
point maximum (to a minimum of 1 hit point) until 
it spends three days recuperating as per the rules for 
downtime activity in the Player’s Handbook. � e target 
can, however, gain temporary hit points.

In addition to this e� ect, the lingering injury 
in� icted becomes permanent. � e attacker determines 
any speci� c � avor surrounding the injury—if the area 
is severed, crushed, gored, melted, frozen, or whatever 
terrible fate makes the most sense.

20: Instant death. � is e� ect operates as if the 
target took damage that dropped it to 0 hit points, 
and the remaining damage was equal to its maximum 
hit point value. It dies instantly. You can ignore the 
a� ected area roll and simply have the player who rolled 
the critical hit narrate their kill.

For example, if Culathra rolls a natural 20 while 
attacking a succubus, she rolls a d10 for the a� ected 
area (a result of 4) then a d20 for the e� ect (a 17). � e 
a� ected area 4 could either be the succubus’s right arm 
or its right wing. Together with Culathra’s player, the 
GM determines that the critical hit struck the succubus 
in the right wing.

� e e� ect roll of 17 means the succubus’s wing is 
injured until a long rest. � e GM interprets this to mean 
that it loses its � y speed for the near future. In addition to 
that e� ect, the succubus is knocked prone, stunned, and 
its is speed reduced to 0 until the end of its next turn. 
Culathra rolls her damage dice twice before adding the 
modi� ers. Her longsword normally deals 1d8+2 slashing 
damage (2 being her Strength modi� er), so her critical 
damage in this example is 2d8+2 slashing damage.

Injuries
� e Injuries chart can be used in connection with the 
Dynamic Critical Hits option, or on its own. You might 
bestow an injury a� er a creature falls a long distance, 
takes damage from one source equal to half its hit point 
maximum, or drops to 0 hit points without being killed 
outright. You can roll an a� ected area on the Dynamic 
Critical Hits chart or choose one that makes sense.
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d20 Injury
1-4 Stinging Wound. Lose 1 hit die.
5-6 Scar. Lose 1 hit die. Once the injury is 

healed, it leaves a scar.
7-9 Debilitating Wound. Your total hit dice 

drops to 0. It goes up by 1 at the end of each 
long rest until it returns to normal.

10-12 Hideous Scar. You gain a Debilitating Wound 
(above). Once the injury heals, it leaves a 
gruesome scar that, when visible, imposes 
disadvantage on your Charisma (Persuasion) 
and Charisma (Performance) checks.

13-14 Putrefying Wound. Your hit point 
maximum is reduced by 1 at the end of each 
long rest. When it reaches 0, you die.

15-16 Broken Bone. You have disadvantage 
on ability checks, attack rolls, and saving 
throws that require the use of the a� ected 
area. If such an action causes you to deal 
bludgeoning, piercing, or slashing damage, 
you also take the damage.

17 Internal Bleeding. Before you take an action 
that requires the a� ected area, you must 
make a DC 15 Constitution saving throw. If 
you fail, you lose the action.

18 Crippled. � e a� ected area is unusable. You 
cannot perform actions that require it to 
function. It cannot be healed with Wisdom 
(Medicine) checks.

19 Maimed. � e a� ected area is destroyed. It 
cannot be healed with Wisdom (Medicine) 
checks.

20 Grave Injury. Roll on the table twice, 
rerolling results of 20, and gain both injuries.
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Injuries can be healed with a regenerate spell, or 
a number of successful Wisdom (Medicine) checks 
equal to the d20 result you rolled when determining 
the injury. Each of these Wisdom (Medicine) checks 
has a DC of 15. � e injured character must take a 
long rest between each check. If more than 30 hours 
pass between checks, or if the administering character 
fails a check, the process must start over from the 
beginning.

Injured Player Characters
While the prospect of having limbs and organs 
torn from their bodies may not seem immediately 
appealing, remember that receiving injuries is a great 
opportunity to roleplay and heighten the stakes of the 
adventure. As the GM, don’t force an injured player 
to sit out or feel useless. � ere’s no reason they can’t 
continue to participate in combat.

Be sure to frame follow-up scenes that emphasize 
the story rami� cations of their injury. Who tends to 
the character’s wounds? How does this a� ect their 
relationship? How does the injury change the party’s 
plans? Answering these questions through roleplay will 
enhance the adventure and player investment.

Player character injuries are also a great hook for 
future adventures. Your wizard lost an eye in a � ght 
with a zombie? Time to make plans for a new one—
maybe a magical crystal that can peer into other planes 
of existence. Your � ghter’s leg is lame? Begin a search 
for the best surgeon in the kingdom, perhaps even 
one depraved enough to gra�  an ape’s leg or kraken’s 
tentacle in its place. Losing a body part may close one 
or two doors, but it’s your job as the GM to make sure 
it opens far more.

d10 A� ected Area
1 Tail, le�  leg, or lower le�  area
2 Tail, right leg, or lower right area
3 Le�  arm, wing, or � ank
4 Right arm, wing, or � ank

5-6 Abdomen or middle area
7-8 Chest or middle area
9 � roat or upper area

10 Head, face, or upper area

Dynamic Critical Hits
d20 Critical E� ects
1-5 Roll damage dice twice

6-10 Knock target prone
11-14 Target’s speed is 0 until end of its next turn
15-16 Target stunned until end of its next turn

17 Area gains an injury
18 Roll damage dice a third time
19 Target cannot regain hit points
20 Instant death
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